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Note :Attempt all the five questions. One question
from each unit is compulsory.  All question
carry equal marks.
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1. 
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“All agreements are void in the absence of an agree-
ment”. While explaining this law explain its exception
with illustrations.

 / OR




What do you mean by fraud in law? How does it differ
from misrepresentation? Explain the effects of fraud.
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2. 


Discuss the remedies available to the aggrieved party
in a breach of contract. Distinguish between liquidated
damages and penalty.

 / OR

     


Define bailment and state the duties and rights of the
bailor and bailee.
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3. 


What is meant by ascertained and unascertained
goods? Under what circumstances a buyer gets the
better title than the seller?

 / OR




What do you mean by sale by auction? Discuss the
rules regarding auction sale.
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4. 


What is meant by presentment? When presentment
is unnecessary in case of negotiable instrument?

 / OR
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What is meant by crossing of a cheque? Who can
cross a cheque? State its kinds.
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5. 



What is National Commission on Consumer Protec-
tion Act? Describe its constitution, scope and proce-
dure of disposal of complaints.

 / OR




What is Limited Liability Partnership? Distinguish
between a Limited Liability Partnership and Unlimited
Liability Partnership.


